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Our brand  is the total 
experience we create 
for our students, faculty, 
alumni, parents and 
community. 



Capital University has invested 
significant resources to define 
our brand strategy and visual 
identity in an effort to help us 
communicate more effectively 
and better serve our audiences.
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Our brand is more than our name or our logo. It’s the way 
we look, act and speak. It’s the day-to-day essence of this 
university. It explains what we’re about and what we offer 
beyond the classrooms and chalkboards. When we live 
up to our brand, everyone can connect with our offer in 
a more meaningful way. It helps our faculty and staff to 
better do their jobs. And it helps our students see the value 
we bring to their education.

OUR BRAND

Our Brand

CAPITAL UNIVERSITY 

Use this name when speaking 
with the community, parents  
and alumni.

CAPITAL 

Once the “introduction” is 
made with the full name, the 
short name may be used when 
speaking with current and  
future students, alumni, faculty,  
and staff.

CAP 

Use this name only on rare 
occasions when speaking in 
a very casual voice to existing 
students.



Our brand essence is simply 
what we stand for. It’s the “big 
idea,” or organizing principle.  
The most powerful brand 
essences are rooted in the 
fundamental needs of their 
audiences and can be boiled 
down to a few simple words.
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OUR OFFER

 A relevant liberal arts core and deep professional programs 
that are taught in a demanding, hands-on environment by 
internationally renowned leaders who care about just one 
thing: engaging students. 

Critical thinking,  
critically applied.

Our Brand



Our vision describes how we 
see ourselves and how we want 
others to see us. Over time our 
values will become apparent 
and credible through our 
actions, our willingness, and 
our ability to deliver on every 
promise, time and time again.
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OUR VISION

Transforming lives  
for the common good.
THROUGH 

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

INTELLECTUAL INqUIRY AND ARTISTIC ENDEAVOR

COMMUNITY

ETHICAL REFLECTION AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

COLLABORATION

LEADERSHIP

SERVICE

INDIVIDUAL GUIDANCE

INDEPENDENT, CRITICAL THINKING

Our Brand



It all starts in a liberal arts 
core and — depending on 
the student — can lead to 
professional education in one 
of our focused programs. This 
unified college reflects our  
Lutheran heritage and speaks 
to the university’s commitment 
to services and its dedication  
to the public good.
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OUR ARCHITECTURE

Our Brand
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Given the complexity of what 
we do, it’s especially important 
that we focus on the benefits 
our education provides (what 
our students get) before delving 
into our various academic 
programs and how we 
deliver them (what we offer). 
Engage your audience by first 
addressing their most pressing 
concerns and challenges. Then 
win them over by explaining 
how Capital will make it 
happen.

Mapping our offerings 
(attributes) and our values 
(benefits), we can show how 
they work together to provide 
the foundation for clear, 
consistent and compelling 
brand messaging.
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Benefits
(what students get)

Attributes
(what we offer)

Capital students become…

Capital offers…

how to think how to do how to get started

civic engagement

strong values

critical thinking

experience

confidence

skills

networks

savvy

jobs 

PURPOSEFUL LEADERS

via contemporary liberal arts via active learning via resources

networks

savvy

jobs 

civic engagement

strong values

critical thinking

Lutheran tradition

classroom rigor

scholarship

experience

confidence

skills

professional programs

internships

focused research

engaged faculty

intimate community

large city 

A FOCUSED PATH

OUR MESSAGE

Our Brand



We talk to a diverse group of 
people. And that means we 
can’t always communicate 
in exactly the same way to 
everyone. 

There are occasions when we 
need to dress language up or 
down so that our message is 
heard clearly.

We have identified six key 
audiences, each of whom 
requires a slightly different look 
and sound. Some call for us to 
be more formal, while others 
allow us to take a more casual 
approach. As a result, you’ll 
find that some elements of 
the brand language should be 
dialed up or down, depending 
on the audience.
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OUR AUDIENCES

FUTURE STUDENTS 

Teenagers hear from hundreds of 
colleges. So strike a casual tone, 
using clever, humorous, even risky 
approaches to break through. Grab their 
attention and hold it. It’s also important 
to keep things concise. (Focus groups 
show that high school students aren’t 
likely to read pages and pages of 
content.)

PARENTS 

When communicating with parents, it’s 
important to be reassuring. Spell out 
every message clearly, and throw in a 
hint of personality to show parents we 
understand where they’re coming from.

ALUMNI 

This is a nostalgic group, so include 
stories and old photos in development  
pieces. Reinforce the role Capital  
plays in their lives. And, while alumni 
love to relive their college experiences, 
they’ve since grown more mature. A 
slightly more reserved and respectful 
tone serves this audience well.

CURRENT STUDENTS 

Capital students live and breathe the 
brand every day. So be casual, direct, 
witty, and above all, honest. Give them 
content they can relate to — and be 
sure to make communication a two-way 
conversation, not a dictate from the 
campus authority. (They’ll appreciate 
the consideration.)  

COMMUNITY

When we speak to the community, our  
messaging and look may shift. 
Formality is sometimes required — 
but never at the expense of being 
approachable, direct and concise. 
Consider the demographic and then 
craft a message that your audience can 
relate to.

FACULTY & STAFF

Faculty and staff appreciate 
intellectualism and respect — it’s 
a large part of why they work at 
an institution of higher learning. 
Be cognizant of those traits while 
communicating in a familiar and 
conversational way. This group owns the 
brand more than all others — be sure 
they feel ownership of it.

Our Brand



To make a meaningful 
connection with our students, 
faculty, staff, alumni and the 
larger community, it’s helpful 
to describe our brand in human 
terms, to give it a personality.

Like any person, our brand has 
characteristics that describe 
how we think and want people 
to think about us (intellectual 
traits). Our brand also has 
characteristics that describe 
how we feel and how we 
want people to feel about us 
(emotional traits). 

Use these characteristics to 
imagine how our brand should 
communicate in different 
contexts and to different 
audiences.

Professional
Hands-on

Challenging 
Demanding

Creative
Intense

Caring 
Considerate

Dynamic
Stimulating

Influential 
Savvy

Intellectual
How our audiences think  
about Capital

Emotional
How our audiences feel  
about Capital

OUR PERSONALITY
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RELEVANT

RIGOROUS

PRESTIGIOUS

APPROACHABLE

ENGAGING

PASSIONATE

Our Brand



Our voice  creates a 
recognizable style that’s 
all our own. It helps us 
get noticed. It ensures 
we’re heard. And it allows 
our personality to shine. 



What we say is important. But 
how we say it is essential too. 

WHY VOICE MATTERS

Our Voice
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PLAying wiTH gRAmmAR

The words we choose are crucial. But don’t forget how the 
language comes together and interacts. Here are some 
elements worth playing with:

Verbs
Keep verbs active, up front, and close to the subject so that 
we make an impact and sound authoritative.

Syntax and Rhythm
Use short sentences and even fragments to add emphasis. 
Reading a message out loud is a great way to check if the 
rhythm is right.

Punctuation
Use colons and dashes to let messages breathe and to build 
ideas into a more memorable punch. Avoid ellipses (they 
sound as if we’re grasping for our next thought).

USing COnSiSTEnT STyLE

Keeping our writing style consistent on all printed materials 
is essential in communicating our message. Use the 
Associated Press Stylebook as a reference to ensure our 
message is clear, concise and consistent.

HOW IT WORKS 

wHERE VOiCE FiTS in

Our message is what we say. It’s the content and 
information we’re trying to communicate. Our voice is the 
tone we use—whether spoken or written. It makes our 
message more approachable by giving it personality. 

A campaign is the big idea that wraps our messages 
together. Campaigns change over time to reach new goals. 
But staying true to the brand’s voice across campaigns 
ensures we’re building recognition and trust.

SHOw SOmE PERSOnALiTy

We’re an institution comprised of thousands of individuals. 
But just because our collective personality is complex 
doesn’t mean it can’t be consistent. Whenever anyone 
speaks or writes as Capital, keep our personality traits  
in mind:

Be relevant. Show we’re rigorous. Sound prestigious.  
Be approachable. Be engaging. Be passionate.

Let’s talk about the person of our personality. Use the 
first and second person (we and you) so that Capital is 
speaking directly to the reader. Using these characteristics 
will help our voice stay consistent—no matter who is 
communicating as Capital.



Capital is a place where 
focused students find success. 
So we pose the question “will 
you?” to both challenge and 
inspire our community. 

The device should be 
used sparingly, and only in 
promotional materials. Most 
commonly, the answers to “will 
you?” serve either as a list of 
accomplishments or as subject 
headlines — short, active and 
to the point. 

When collecting answers, 
it’s important to find both 
small ideas and big goals 
(unexpectedness is what  
makes it interesting). 

WILL YOU?

Our Voice
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LIST 

ExAmPLE:

Make beautiful music. Skydive. Sing a song. Write 

a play. Be inspired. Win a championship. Cross the 

finish line. Report the news. Offer care. Learn what love  

is. Organize a show. Win an argument. Learn a new 

language. See the world. Make money. Ride a bike.  

Write a brief. Worship. Take over a company. Form a 

protest. Debate a professor. Be accepted. Make a new  

best friend. Play new games. Read — a lot. Uncover  

artifacts. Perform. Cure a disease. Give comfort. Paint  

a masterpiece. Invent. Teach math. Host a radio show.  

Write a poem. Sculpt from clay. Run for office. Go to  

an opera. Raft whitewater. Join a fraternity. Impress 

clients. Experiment. Inspire a child.  Change the world.  

Record a film. Build models. Develop real estate. Join 

a board of directors. Give advice. Write a program. 

Plant a garden. Be a mentor. Rush a sorority. Make  

investments. Sit outside. Shift perceptions. Save a life. 

HEADLINE 

ExAmPLE:

Play Hard.
Extraordinary efforts extend well beyond the classroom  
at Capital. Athletics play a big part in many students’  
lives. We have 18 varsity sports — all of them competitive. 

And, if you enjoy the spirit of competition in a more  
relaxed form, there are intramural sports to choose from 
every season.  



There’s no formula for a great 
use of voice. But keeping a few 
ideas in mind will help guide 
us the right way.

TIPS

Our Voice
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CLARITY 

Every communication needn’t contain 
every detail. Focus on what’s both 
important and relevant — otherwise, 
the clutter will ensure no one gets the 
message we’re trying to communicate. 

ATTENTION SPAN 

Create a clear hierarchy so that key 
messages are communicated at every 
level. Each piece can tell a story in 
five seconds, 30 seconds and a few 
minutes. Spoon-feed at every level of 
attention with headlines, subheads, 
call-outs, highlights and clear  
body copy.

WHITE SPACE 

Breathing room is okay. In fact, 
it’s encouraged. So organize the 
information, then use white space 
to give the eye a place to rest and 
digest what it has just read.

FORCED EXCITEMENT 

If the message isn’t something 
we’d yell, it doesn’t deserve an 
exclamation point. Exclamation 
points create forced enthusiasm (and 
that detracts from our credibility).

CLICHéS 

It’s easy to resort to clichés —  
at first blush, they sound catchy. 
But they should be avoided. Use 
personality to our advantage by 
being original and engaging. 



Our voice can lean on many 
attributes. But it always sounds 
consistent and reflects our 
personality traits. 

IN PRACTICE

Our Voice
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ACCEPTANCE 
PACKET 

In this example, our audience is 
both teenagers and their parents. 
And no matter who is reading, our 
voice comes through as credible and 
conversational.

STUDENT PROFILE 

Here, we use voice to sound 
inspirational and intellectual in order 
to show a polished image to a broad 
community who may be unfamiliar 
with who we are.

STUDENT SEARCH 

It’s important to speak to potential 
students in a casual, relatable 
way — even when describing our 
university’s talking points. 

Here’s the  
brag-worthy 
stuff. 
Destined for favored fridge-front  
real estate. Or a prime page in  
the scrapbook. The point is, we’re 
thrilled you’re considering Capital. 
So our president wrote you a note, 
and we included a certificate  
to commemorate the occasion.  
(At the very least, pass it to  
your parents.)

She is

Kristen Forman
SOPHOMORE, EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

She will inspire adolescents.  
(No easy task.) 
 
She will prove the #2 pencil  
mightier than the sword.  
 
She will teach lessons sure  
to last a lifetime. 

SHOW YOUR STUFF.

It’s easier for teachers 
to call on you when 
most classes contain 
25 students. (But 
it makes it easier to 
learn, too.)



Our positioning statement 
communicates who we are and 
what we stand for. And it does 
this in our own unique voice. 
It’s a concise representation of 
what’s quintessentially Capital. 

POSITIONING STATEMENT

Our Voice
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We aren’t looking for blank canvases. We’re interested  
in masterful works in progress, who need an environment 
both familiar and challenging. Capital University offers  
a focused path — grounded in liberal arts  — for students 
who can picture who they want to be, and are ready to 
work hard to achieve their dreams.



Our logo  is our name.  
It’s a symbol of who  
we are and what we do. 
It’s Capital University  
at a glance.



This is our logo. It is strong,  
sophisticated and timeless. 

The logo should be used in  
a clearly protected space. 

It should not be distorted, 
stretched, or squeezed, nor  
recreated in any other 
typeface.

The font used in the logo 
should be used only in the 
logo. Refer to the fonts 
section in the next chapter 
for font options for official 
communications. 

LOGO

Our Logo
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As the oldest university in 
Central Ohio, we’re filled with 
tradition. Our Lutheran heritage 
guides our actions today 
as much as when we were 
founded. Our tagline reflects 
these core values in an active 
and compelling voice. The 
principles of free inquiry, critical 
thinking and leadership are 
reduced to their simplest form: 
Ask. Think. Lead. There’s no 
simpler way to convey Capital.

TAGLINE

Our Logo
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The Capital University logo 
can be used in two different 
lockups, with or without the 
tagline “Ask. Think. Lead.”  
See the Demonstration section 
for examples of proper use.

Some applications may 
require a logo smaller than 
the recommended dimensions 
found on the next two pages. 
In situations where the tagline 
is not relevant, it should be 
removed.

CONFIGURATIONS

Our Logo
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VERTICAL LOCKUP HORIZONTAL LOCKUP

wiTHOUT TAgLinE wiTHOUT TAgLinE



Our logo should be placed 
prominently, away from other 
elements such as headlines, 
body copy, graphics and 
photographs. Giving the logo 
plenty of breathing room 
ensures quick recognition of 
our logo and our brand.
 
Space around the logo should 
be equal to (or greater than) 
the height of the “U” in 
Capital University.

LOGO CLEAR SPACE

Our Logo
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VERTICAL LOCKUP

Step 1: Determine the height of the “U.”
Step 2: Maintain that distance away  
            from any other elements.

HORIZONTAL LOCKUP

Step 1: Determine the height of the “U.”
Step 2: Maintain that distance away  
            from any other elements.



Logo recognition is a critical 
part of brand recognition. 
Maintaining a set of standards 
around the size of the logo will 
ensure that it is always visible 
and recognizable.

SIZE REqUIREMENTS

Our Logo

1” (minimum size)

1.6875” (minimum size)

1.75”

3”

PREFERRED SIZE

The logo should be no smaller than  
the sizes below.

MINIMUM SIZE

Some applications may require a logo that is smaller than 
the recommended dimensions. In these situations, the 
tagline should be removed and the logo can be reduced to 
the sizes below.
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Color is a fundamental part of 
the Capital University visual 
identity. Color helps us stand 
out and maintain consistency.

Ideally, we would always 
reproduce our logo in full color, 
but from time to time, we may 
need to print our logo in one 
color or in black and white. 
The information on this page 
shows the only acceptable 
color variations. The Capital 
logo should not be reproduced 
in any colors other than those 
shown on this page.

COLOR OPTIONS

Our Logo
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on > 20% black:
on Capital Light Gray 
(PMS Cool Gray 1): on ≤ 20% black: on ≤ 20% black:

on 100% black:on color:

FULL

Capital Purple (PMS 
2685) and PMS Warm 
Gray 8 on white:

ONE

Capital Purple (PMS 
2685) on white:

BLACK

100% black on white:

REVERSED

white on Capital Purple 
(PMS 2685):



The logo must be positioned  
so that it lands in an area of 
the photograph where it is 
highly visible. 

When that is not possible, 
place the logo on a flat field  
of color or white.

ON PHOTOGRAPHY

Our Logo
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FULL COLOR

When using the full-color logo on a photograph, it must 
land in an area of high contrast.

ONE COLOR

Use the one-color version of the logo when there are large 
areas of gray which would make the full-color logo illegible.

REVERSED

When placing the logo on a busy photograph, it may be 
reversed out to ensure visibility.

WHITE OR COLOR FIELD

If none of the previous versions allow for optimum visibility 
of the logo, then a clearance block may be added.



Our unified college model 
means that our schools 
should be seen as part of the 
University’s broader offer. 
Therefore, each school may 
lock up its name with the 
University logo — but only in 
the manner demonstrated on 
the following pages.

No additional lockups, logos 
or symbols may be created or 
used to identify a single school.

SCHOOL NAMES

Our Logo
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University

  UNIFIED COLLEGE

This unified college reflects our Lutheran heritage and 
speaks to the university’s commitment to services and  
its dedication to the public good.

UNIFIED LOGO

Our logo and school names represent the same idea. 
Unique specializations rooted in a strong University 
foundation.



When creating communications 
that address one specific 
school, the lockups on this 
page should be used in place 
of the University lockup.
The schools must use their 
full names. No partial names, 
deviations, or abreviations 
should be used.

School names may still exist 
away from the logo in text 
(incorporated into headlines, 
body copy).

SCHOOL NAMES

Our Logo
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Events, majors, publications, 
buildings, organizations and 
special programs should not 
be locked up with the Capital 
University logo. 

These also should not have 
logos of their own unless 
specifically approved by 
the Public Relations and 
Marketing Department. 
Instead, these types of names 
should be treated as type in 
titles, mastheads, headlines, 
subheads, mastheads, or 
callouts.

See the examples to the right.

OTHER NAMES

Our Logo
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MAJORS

While school names may 
lock up with the logo, 
majors may not. 

exAmpLes:
Political Science
MBA
Theatre Studies
Early Childhood Education
Biology

Also, former school names 
like Conservatory of Music  
are now covered in the 
school lock-ups.

BUILDINGS

Buildings should be 
recognized for what 
they are: locations and 
destinations. Therefore 
they should be tied to an 
action in body copy or 
headlines.

exAmpLes:
Cabaret Theatre
Yochum Hall
Troutman Hall
The Honors House
The Capital Center
Capital University 

Bookstore
Schumacher Gallery

PUBS

Publications and 
newsletters should rely 
on mastheads rather than 
creating their own logos 
or locking up their names 
with the university logo.

exAmpLes:
Insight
Capital Magazine
Family Network Newsletter

ORGS

Student and university 
organizations should not 
lock up their names or 
logos with the university 
logo. Athletics may use 
the Crusader logo with 
individual sport names.

exAmpLes:
Student Government
Basketball
Greek Council, sororities, 

and fraternities
Army ROTC
Debate Team
College Democrats

PROGRAMS

Special programs 
and events should be 
celebrated. They should 
be placed bigger than, 
and separate from, the 
university logo.

exAmpLes:
L.E.A.D.
C.E.L.T. 
Smooth Transitions 
Lady Crusader Basketball 

Shooting Camps
Homecoming



When using the logo with 
a school name, please use 
an existing file rather than 
recreating the lockup. This will 
prevent any variations in the 
size, type, and arrangement. 

Use the information on this 
page if you need to recreate 
the lockp:
• School name must appear 

under the logo
• School name must be left 

justified with the logo
• School name must be tightly 

tracked and kerned
• School name capitals are 

equal to the x-height in the 
University logo.

• The tagline may not be used

The space around the logo 
and school name should 
still be equal to (or greater 
than) the height of the “U” 
in Capital University. See the 
logo spacing section for more 
details.

SCHOOL NAMES

Our Logo
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Left justified Tight tracking and individual letter kerning



The university seal and the 
Capital crusader logo should 
be used only as secondary 
supporting marks.

They should not replace 
the use of the official  
university logo.

SUPPORTING MARKS

Our Logo
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ACADEMIC SEAL

The seal can be used as a supporting logo on the core  
set of materials. There should be no other supporting 
marks used on these types of materials.

The seal can be blind-embossed, screened,  
or watermarked.

CAPITAL CRUSADER

The Capital crusader is used to personify our school.  
It should be used only for school spirit or sports-related 
materials.

The crusader should not be reproduced in any  
other colors except what is shown below.



Our visual language  
creates consistency  
and uniqueness.  
It separates us  
from our peers.



Using color is a quick, 
compelling way to communicate 
a message or create a mood. 
Like our student body, our 
palette’s strength lies in its 
diversity. The palette is an 
extension of who we are and 
the vibrant community we 
inhabit. Color is a fundamental 
part of our visual language.

COLOR PALETTE

Our Visual Language

NOTE:
Tints of the color palette  
should not be used.

NOTE:
The new Capital Purple above replaces  
PMS 274 moving forward. Special attention 
should be taken to ensure that our new color 
is consistently applied.
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PMS 2685

C96/M100/Y0/K10
Hex 380982

PMS 7460 PMS 7465 PMS 383

C100/M6/Y1/K12 
Hex 0086C5

C50/M0/Y25/K0 
Hex 2BC4B6

C20/M0/Y100/K19 
Hex A2AD00

PMS 7406

C0/M17/Y100/K0 
Hex EBB700

PMS 152 PMS 464

C0/M51/Y100/K1 
Hex E57200

C10/M49/Y100/K45 
Hex 855B27

PMS W.gray 8 PMS C.gray 1

C0/M9/Y16/K43 
Hex 8B8078

C3/M2/Y4/K5 
Hex EOE1DD

BUILD CONSISTENCY

The consistent color running through all university 
communications is Capital Purple. It is critical in 
maintaining consistency.

BUILD EXCITEMENT

The supporting colors offer a range of options to enhance 
communications and excite audiences. They are intended 
to be used at their full intensity and should never be tinted 
or altered.



Along with our logo and color 
palette, our typefaces can 
help create cohesion between 
multiple communication tools. 
Type conveys something about 
our personality — and how 
we want our message to be 
received. While most people 
cannot identify typefaces, they 
can and do subconsciously 
associate type treatments 
with brands.

FONTS

Our Visual Language
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

LINOLETTER

Use LinoLetter for:

HEADLINES

qUOTES

INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPHS

Use the following weights:

Roman  
Roman Italic  
Bold 
Bold Italic 
Black 
Black Italic



Along with our logo and color 
palette, our typefaces can 
help create cohesion between 
multiple communication tools. 
Type conveys something about 
our personality — and how 
we want our message to be 
received. While most people 
cannot identify typefaces, they 
can and do subconsciously 
associate type treatments 
with brands.

FONTS

Our Visual Language
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPqRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

TRADE GOTHIC

Use Trade Gothic for:

BODY COPY

INFORMATION CALLOUTS

INTRODUCTORY COPY

SUBHEADS

Use the following weights:
 
Light 
Light Italic  
Regular 
Regular Italic  
Bold  
Bold Italic



We believe. 
You will.

Will You? Capital calls 
Columbus, Ohio 
home.

Lorem ipso 
dolor mattise 
adipisce.

1.  The length of the longest line in a text block determines 
the overall shape of the emphasis.

2.  The block extends approximately one letter-space away 
from the type.

3.  The last line determines where the outside block will end.

The headline block graphic 
treatment is a manifestation of 
the common student practice 
of highlighting important 
information in a textbook. With 
that idea in mind, we apply this 
basic technique to our most 
important headlines, subheads,  
and facts that we don’t want 
our readers to miss.

HEADLINE BLOCKS

Our Visual Language
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SingLE LinE

DOUbLE LinE

HEADLinE bLOCk AnATOmy

mULTiPLE LinE



Make your move. We’d love to hear  
more about you. So, visit us online at  
www.capital.edu/send-me-more, fill  
out the card below, or give us a call at  
866-544-6175. That way, we can tell  
you more about us. And you can  
tell your parents you’ve taken the

Bleeding Highlights

Sculpt from clay. Run for office. Go to an opera.  

Raft whitewater. Sit outside. Explain scripture. 

Impress clients. Inspire a child.  Change the world.  

Record film. Perform. Build models. Join a board 

of directors. Give advice. Organize a show. Plant a 

garden. Rush a sorority.  Cure a disease. Save a life. 

Free Highlights

Much like our block headlines, 
we apply our highlight graphic 
treatment to subheads and 
other information within a 
passage of copy that we don’t 
want our readers to miss.

HIGHLIGHTS

Our Visual Language

LOREm iPSUm DOLOR SiT AmET

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET
Large Subhead (Trade Gothic Regular)

Small Subhead (Trade Gothic Bold)

SUBHEAD HIGHLIGHTS

A simple way to highlight subheads amid body copy is 
to apply a simple block of color under a fully capitalized 
phrase. Apply this to single-line subheads. Larger subheads 
may only use Trade Gothic Regular, while smaller subheads 
should use Trade Gothic Bold.

The surrounding color block should be 175% of the height 
of the capitalized text. The same amount of space above 
and below the subhead text should applied to the sides.

ISOLATED HIGHLIGHTS

Occasionally a particular phrase or fact needs to be 
highlighted within a stretch of copy. If the highlighted copy 
is in a favorable location, a highlight that bleeds from the 
outside shape can add interest to a composition. 

A free-floating highlight can also be applied anywhere 
within a passage of text.
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Introductory copy is an 
opportunity to express our 
voice in a distinct way. Either 
one of our brand typefaces 
may be chosen, depending on 
the tone of voice.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT

Our Visual Language
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
quisque tincidunt. Fusce varius 
mattis ipsum. Nullam viverra,  
orci eget convallis egestas eras 
turpis semper nibh eu laoreet 
magna leo a ipsum.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Quisque tincidunt. Fusce varius 
mattis ipsum. Nullam viverra, 
orci eget convallis egestas eras 
turpis semper nibh eu laoreet 
magna leo a ipsum.

LINOLETTER

LinoLetter may be used for introductory copy that 
expresses the more creative and engaging aspect of our 
personality. It has a more distinctive appearance that 
is both friendly and approachable. It provides a strong 
contrast to Trade Gothic, which always appears with it. 

TRADE GOTHIC

Trade Gothic may be used for introductory copy that wants 
to express a committed tone of voice. It is clean and easy 
to read.



A simple frame surrounding 
color, photography, or even 
typography can add grounding 
and interest to page design. 
This simple technique creates 
an underlying structure to 
compositions.

PAGE FRAMES

We believe. 
You will.

We believe. 
You will.

Make beautiful music. Change the world. Skydive. Sing 

a song. Write a play. Be inspired. Win a championship. 

Cross the finish line. Cure a disease. Offer care. Learn 

what love is. Save a life. Win an argument. Cry. Learn a 

new language. See the world. Write a poem. Ride a bike. 

Make money. Take over a company. Form a protest. Debate 

a professor. Be accepted. Make a new best friend. Play 

new games. Read—a lot. Give comfort. Uncover artifacts. 

Paint a masterpiece. Shift perceptions. Invent. Teach 

math. Host a radio show. Write a brief. Sculpt from clay. 

Run for office. Go to an opera. Raft whitewater. Join a 

fraternity. Impress clients. Join a board of directors. Give 

advice. Make investments. Perform. Sit outside. Inspire a 

child. Handle a blowtorch. Build models. Organize a show. 

Our Visual Language
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FRAMED PHOTOS 

An outer frame of approximately  
0.25 inch from the outer dimension 
is sufficient for typical page layouts. 
Different frame sizes can be applied 
to smaller inset photography.

FRAMED COLOR 

Frames around areas of color or 
frames of color create structure 
to the page. Adding and layering 
other elements create new shapes 
and depth.

FRAMED TYPE 

Implied frames, created through the 
thoughtful placement of elements 
like text blocks, are another way  
we can establish our page frame 
visual language.

Multi-Framed Photography Frames of Color

Framed Photography
Framed Color  
(with bleeding block headline) Framed Text
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We’ve expanded our page 
frame graphic language to be a 
flexible design element adding 
interest and structure to our 
page layouts.

FRAME ARCHITECTURE

Our Visual Language
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Settle  
In.

CURAbiTUR qUAm FELiS, ULLAmCORPER in 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 
elit. quisque tincidunt. Fusce varius mattis ipsum. 
Nullam viverra, orci eget convallis egestas, eros turpis 
semper nibh, eu laoreet magna leo a ipsum. Nulla 
adipiscing rhoncus lorem. Curabitur malesuada dictum 
quam. Nullam vel velit sed metus malesuada volutpat. 
Duis nec erat. Nunc sit amet mi. Maecenas ultricies. 
Sed id metus. Donec lobortis leo nulla adipiscing 
rhoncus lorem. 

LOREm iPSUm DOLOR SiT AmE

Curabitur quam felis, ullamcorper in, volutpat eu, 
rutrum eu, urna. Nulla ultrices ligula nec purus. 
Vivamus dapibus justo in risus. Cras vitae turpis. Etiam 
mollis nunc et neque varius suscipit. Vestibulum ante 
ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere 
cubilia Curae; Cras sit amet turpis quis. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 
elit. quisque tincidunt. Fusce varius mattis ipsum. 
Nullam viverra, orci eget convallis egestas, eros turpis 
semper nibh, eu laoreet magna leo a ipsum. Nulla 
adipiscing rhoncus lorem nulla adipis.

Curabitur malesuada dictum quam. Nullam vel velit 
sed metus malesuada volutpat. Duis nec erat. Nunc 
sit amet mi. Maecenas ultricies. Sed id metus. Donec 
lobortis leo. Pellentesque cursus, urna ut fringilla porta, 
ligula augue fermentum nisi, at molestie est eros eget 
massa. Sed luctus tincidunt diae.

Nullam viverra, orci eget 
convallis egestas eros 
adipiscing rhoncus lorem.

LOREm iPSUm DOLOR SiT AmE 

Curabitur malesuada dictum quam. Nullam vel velit sed 
metus malesuada volutpat. Duis nec erat. Nunc sit amet 
mi. Maecenas ultricies. Sed id metus. Donec lobortis 
leo. Pellentesque cursus, urna ut fringilla porta, ligula 
augue fermentum nisi, at molestie est eros eget massa. 
Sed luctus tincidunt diam. Phasellus mollis dapibus 
risus. Sed aliquam nulla in orci viverra ornare. Curabitur 
neque lorem ipsum.

Curabitur quam felis, ullamcorper in, volutpat eu, rutrum 
eu, urna. Nulla ultrices ligula nec purus. Vivamus dapibus 
justo in risus. Cras vitae turpis. Etiam mollis nunc et neque 
varius suscipit. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus 
orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Cras sit amet 
turpis quis tellus faucibus suscipit. 

CURAbiTUR qUAm FELiS, ULLAmCORPER in 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
quisque tincidunt. Fusce varius mattis ipsum. Nullam 
viverra, orci eget convallis egestas, eros turpis semper 
nibh, eu laoreet magna leo a ipsum. Nulla adipiscing 
rhoncus lorem. Curabitur malesuada dictum quam. Nullam 
vel velit sed metus malesuada volutpat. Duis nec erat. 
Nunc sit amet mi. Maecenas ultricies. Sed id metus. 
Donec lobortis leo.

quam felis, ullamcorper in, volutpat eu, rutrum eu, urna. 
Nulla ultrices ligula nec purus. Vivamus dapibus justo in 
risus. Cras vitae turpis. Etiam mollis nunc et neque varius 
suscipit. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci 
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Cras sit amet 
turpis quis tellus faucibus suscipit. 

Malesuada dictum quam. Nullam vel velit sed metus 
malesuada volutpat. Duis nec erat. Nunc sit amet mi. 
Maecenas ultricies. Sed id metus. Donec lobortis leo. 
Pellentesque cursus, urna ut fringilla porta, ligula augue 
fermentum nisi, at molestie est eros eget massa. Sed 
luctus tincidunt diam. Phasellus mollis dapibus risus. 
Sed aliquam nulla in orci viverra ornare. Curabitur 
neque lorem ipsum.

Suspendisse a massa mollis 
nunc congue lobortis.  
Donec lacus lectus varius 
sollicitudin vel.

DYNAMIC STRUCTURE

The frame can be used as a dynamic and flexible element 
to make key points in a communication stand out. A frame 
does not need to be a closed shape to be an effective tool 
of our brand. 

SUBJECT DIVIDER

Several frames can be used together to create a series of 
contained stories or thoughts within a layout. They may 
overlap or contain text and imagery, and interact with other 
frame elements. Throughout a particular communication 
piece, keep frame weights consistent.
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An advanced solution 
allowing photography and 
color to exist alongside 
each other is to allow 
them to overlap, creating 
unexpected shapes and 
relationships. The legibility 
of information should never 
be compromised, while 
still engaging our youthful 
audience.

BLOCK CLEARANCE

Our Visual Language
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Battelle brings  
big research  
dollars to liberal  
arts education.

ALiqUAm VOLUTPAT VEnEnATiS LibERO 

Nunc scelerisque, massa vitae commodo 
elementum, turpis leo ultricies augue, nec commodo 
ante ante quis nibh. Ut ut velit. Nunc sagittis 
nulla varius elit. Pellentesque fringilla, lacus vitae 
suscipit fermentum, risus massa rutrum lectus, non 
commodo libero dolor pulvinar nulla. Sed porttitor 
vestibulum erat. Vivamus nisl arcu, bibendum et, 
tempus euismod, vestibulum mollis, pellentesque 
sit amet, purus. 

LOREm iPSUm DOLOR SiT AmET

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 
elit. quisque tincidunt. Fusce varius mattis 
ipsum. Nullam viverra, orci eget convallis egestas, 
eros turpis semper nibh, eu laoreet magna leo a 
ipsum. Nulla adipiscing rhoncus lorem. Curabitur 
malesuada dictum quam. Nullam vel velit sed 
metus malesuada volutpat. Curabitur quam felis, 
ullamcorper in, volutpat eu, rutrum eu, urna. Nulla 
ultrices ligula nec purus.

COnSECTETUER ADiPiSCing ELiT

Curabitur quam felis, ullamcorper in, volutpat 
eu, rutrum eu, urna. Nulla ultrices ligula nec 
purus. Vivamus dapibus justo in risus. Cras vitae 
turpis. Etiam mollis nunc et neque varius suscipit. 
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci 
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Cras sit 
amet turpis quis tellus faucibus suscipit. Morbi 
venenatis, erat nec semper luctus, quam ante 
sodales augue, et dignissim lacus nunc vel elit. 
Nam eu lacus adipiscing dui dignissim scelerisque. 
Aliquam justo urna, interdum pulvinar no.

Suspendisse a massa mollis nunc congue lobortis. 
Donec lacus lectus, varius vitae, sollicitudin vel, 
condimentum vulputate, ante. Donec orci. Proin 
viverra est eget turpis. Curabitur leo. Suspendisse 
ut tellus. Nam imperdiet fermentum sapien.

Jason Chen is able to do cutting-edge lab work and study 
18th century French literature on the same campus. 

Curabitur quam felis, ullamcorper in, volutpat eu, rutrum eu, 
urna. Nulla ultrices ligula nec purus. Vivamus dapibus justo 
in risus. Cras vitae turpis. Etiam mollis nunc et neque varius 
suscipit. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus 
et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Cras sit amet turpis quis 
tellus faucibus suscipit. Morbi venenatis.

ALiqUAm VOLUTPAT VEnEnATiS LibERO

Nunc scelerisque, massa vitae commodo elementum, turpis 
leo ultricies augue, nec commodo ante ante quis nibh. Ut ut 
velit. Nunc sagittis nulla varius elit. Pellentesque fringilla, 
lacus vitae suscipit fermentum, risus massa rutrum lectus, non 
commodo libero dolor pulvinar nulla. Sed porttitor vestibulum 
erat. Vivamus nisl arcu, bibendum et.

Suspendisse a massa mollis nunc congue lobortis. Donec lacus 
lectus, varius vitae, sollicitudin vel, condimentum vulputate, 
ante. Donec orci. Proin viverra est eget turpis. Curabitur leo. 
Suspendisse ut tellus. Nam imperdiet fermentum sapien. Nulla 
rutrum lacus. Phasellus a quam. Suspendisse lorem sem, 
laoreet ac, faucibus a, faucibus venenatis, tortor. 

LOREm iPSUm DOLOR SiT AmET 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
quisque tincidunt. Fusce varius mattis ipsum. Nullam viverra, 
orci eget convallis egestas, eros turpis semper nibh, eu 
laoreet magna leo a ipsum. Nulla adipiscing rhoncus lorem. 
Curabitur malesuada dictum quam. Nullam vel velit sed metus 
malesuada volutpat.

COnSECTETUER ADiPiSCing ELiT 

Curabitur quam felis, ullamcorper in, volutpat eu, rutrum eu, 
urna. Nulla ultrices ligula nec purus. Vivamus dapibus justo 
in risus. Cras vitae turpis. Etiam mollis nunc et neque varius 
suscipit. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus 
et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Cras sit amet turpis quis 
tellus faucibus suscipit. Morbi venenatis, erat nec semper 
luctus, quam ante sodales augue, et dignissim lacus nunc 
vel elit. Nam eu lacus adipiscing dui dignissim scelerisque. 
Aliquam justo urna, interdum pulvinar no.

Suspendisse a massa mollis nunc congue lobortis. Donec lacus 
lectus, varius vitae, sollicitudin vel, condimentum vulputate, 
ante. Donec orci. Proin viverra est eget turpis. Curabitur leo. 
Suspendisse ut tellus nam imperdiet.

Curabitur quam felis, ullamcorper in, volutpat eu, rutrum eu, 
urna. Nulla ultrices ligula nec purus. Vivamus dapibus justo 
in risus. Cras vitae turpis. Etiam mollis nunc et neque varius 
suscipit. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus 
et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Cras sit amet turpis quis 
tellus faucibus suscipit. Morbi venenatis, erat nec semper 
luctus, quam ante sodales augue, et dignissim lacus nunc 
vel elit. Nam eu lacus adipiscing dui dignissim scelerisque. 
Aliquam justo urna, interdum non, pulvinar non, venenatis 
viverra, purus. Pellentesque placerat nisl gravida enim. Nunc 
ut ligula nec magna volutpat tempus.

TEXT BLOCKS ON COLOR

A contained area of information surrounded by one of our 
brand colors can provide a moment of calm and restraint. 
However, if all compositions were this restrained, we 
would not be creating dynamic and visually interesting 
communication materials. Balance is the goal.

TEXT BLOCKS ON PHOTOS

While it might feel unusual to cover photography with solid 
blocks of white or color, a surprising amount of information 
can still be conveyed to create an underlying mood. A 
balance of this technique and more conventional usage of 
photography is key to telling our story visually.



“Lorem ipsum dolor sit consetu  
adipiscing elit. Quisque tincidutes  
fusce varius mattis.”
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There are big happenings at Capital, 
and they’re all thanks to you.

In addition to our core visual 
language, there are several 
elements designed to support 
and convey ideas and information 
clearly and distinctively.

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

Our Visual Language
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Nationwide gives $100,000 
towards exploring  
new areas of education.

M
A

JO
R

S

NURSING 

BIOLOGY

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

CHEMISTRY

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

Contained Messages

List Titles

Info Graphics

Quotation Blocked and Integrated With a Frame 

Contained Titles

ARROWS

An arrow graphic can contain a brief, isolated statement or 
title. These moments can direct the reader to information 
nearby or imply an action to be taken.

OTHER GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

On some occasions, we need to communicate with charts 
and graphs. These should be rendered in a clear and 
simple style that is consistent with our overall brand 
language. 

Our headline block element can be applied to passages 
like pull quotes. Block constructions can be integrated into 
other graphic elements.



Our photography   
shows who  
we are and what 
we do, quickly and 
meaningfully. 
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Photos of our classrooms, 
libraries and learning centers 
should always be active and 
show engaged students and 
faculty.

Tell a deeper story by adding 
detail shots to the main shot.

Color and detail have been 
heightened to add vibrancy to 
all photos.

ACADEMICS

Our Photography
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Our campus is one of our best 
assets, so show it off. Capture 
the energy of a liberal arts 
education, the quaint nature 
of our neighborhood and the 
resources of a capital city. 
(And be sure to avoid contrived 
scenes of a perfectly diverse 
class being taught under an 
autumn-hued tree.) 

CAMPUS

Our Photography
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Students are more than who 
they are in the classroom. 
Capture personalities with 
candid shots that are 
interestingly framed. Avoid 
posed shots. 

STUDENT LIFE

Our Photography
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Our athletes aren’t future 
professionals on full 
scholarship. They compete 
because of a passion for the 
game. Photography should 
capture the emotion of 
competition and the personality  
inherent to all our student 
athletes.

ATHLETICS

Our Photography
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We use student profiles to 
personify and personalize 
the “will you?” device. They 
show that Capital is a place 
for students with focus. Using 
three short statements, the 
profile spells out the realization 
of each student’s goals. The 
profiles are not bullet points 
you’d find on a resume, but 
intelligent vignettes that 
illustrate specific details in an 
inspiring way.

STUDENT PROFILES

Our Photography
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She will examine the building 
blocks of life in order to fortify 
our defenses.

She will give nanoparticles 
larger purpose.

She will make her mark in life 
by studying it.

She is

Claire Brandon 
JUNIOR, BIOLOGY

He will influence opinion — 
one living room at a time.

He will form a firm impression 
through a focused lens.

He will entertain an ever- 
expanding audience.

He is

Taylor Police 
SENIOR, COMMUNICATIONS



Our communications
bring all of our brand’s 
elements together so that 
the world sees and hears 
our message clearly.



The search direct mail initiates 
the “will you?” campaign to 
students that might not be 
aware of Capital University 
and encourage them to seek 
more information. One side 
shows real students and their 
aspirations. The other side 
introduces us and our campus.

The prospective student fills 
out the reply card and sends it 
back to the university. 

SEARCH DIRECT MAIL
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Our Communications



She is

Kristin 
Forman
SoPHoMorE, 
EArly CHIlDHooD EDuCATIoN

The viewbook is sent to 
students who request more 
information about Capital 
University. It offers a more 
complete view of our university, 
from our core values to 
residence hall descriptions and 
overviews of each school — 
puncuated by student profiles.

VIEWBOOK
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You know there are 
things you’re meant to 
do — both big and small. 
At Capital University, 
you’ll find the support, 
encouragement, and 
resources to make those 
things happen. We’re 
here to bridge who you 
are now and who you’re 
about to become.

We believe. 
You will.

Make beautiful music. Skydive. Sing a song. Write a 

play. Be inspired. Win a championship. Cross the finish 

line. Report the news. Offer care. Learn what love  

is. Organize a show. Win an argument. Learn a new 

language. See the world. Make money. Ride a bike.  

Write a brief. Worship. Take over a company. Form a 

protest. Debate a professor. Be accepted. Make a new  

best friend. Play new games. Read — a lot. Uncover  

artifacts. Perform. Cure a disease. Give comfort. Paint  

a masterpiece. Invent. Teach math. Host a radio show.  

Write a poem. Sculpt from clay. Run for office. Go to  

an opera. Raft whitewater. Join a fraternity. Impress 

clients. Experiment. Inspire a child.  Change the world.  

Record a film. Build models. Develop real estate. Join 

a board of directors. Give advice. Write a program. 

Plant a garden. Be a mentor. Rush a sorority. Make  

investments. Sit outside. Shift perceptions. Save a life. 

School of Social 
Sciences & Education  

25

Criminology | Early Childhood Education | Intervention Education | Middle Childhood Education |  
Professional Studies | Psychology | Psychology (Integrated Social Studies) | Science Education 
(Single, Dual, Integrated) | Social Work | Sociology

Additional education and integrated studies programs are offered under the Conservatory of Music and School of 
Communication; the School of Natural Sciences, Nursing and Health; and the School of Humanities.

M
A

jo
r

S

We teach students to teach others. To solve  
conflicts. To investigate. To dive deep on  
important aspects of interpersonal relationships. 
Critical thinking, logical reasoning, oral and  
written communication skills, leadership  
and service skills, intercultural competencies,  
and the ability to work in diverse groups are  
all taught, too.

In the School of Social Sciences & Education, 
we mix liberal-arts studies with pre-professional 
preparation. And that creates well-rounded 
graduates ready for the real world.

 Will You?

Our Communications



The Web site provides a 
customized experience to each 
of five key audiences.

Information is organized so that 
timely items are easily found, 
and each audience’s section 
is designed to encourage 
exploration.

WEB SITE
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The folder enthusiastically 
announces a student’s 
acceptance to Capital and is 
tailored to speak directly to 
them in a voice that is both 
smart and casual.

ACCEPTANCE FOLDER
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Envelope size  
has always been  
a dead giveaway.

1 College and Main 
Columbus, OH 43209-2394

Ms. Anna Smith
1234 Any St.
Elgin, IL 60124

You’re in.
1 College and Main
Columbus, Ohio
43209-2394

866-544-6175

admissions@capital.edu
www.capital.edu

Here’s the  
brag-worthy 
stuff. 
Destined for favored fridge-front  

real estate. Or a prime page in the  

scrapbook. The point is, we’re thrilled  

you’re considering Capital. So our  

president wrote you a note, and we  

included a certificate to commemorate  

the occasion. (At the very least,  

pass it to your parents.)

Let’s get 
started. 
We’ve included a checklist that  

covers every detail to consider after 

sending in your acceptance deposit. 

Look it over with your parents, and  

call us if you have any questions. 

We’re happy to help you out. And  

while you’re at it, slap that Capital 

University sticker in your car window. 

Our art majors tell us purple 

complements most paint jobs. 

Our Communications



Mees Hall was built in the 1920s for the specific 
purpose of holding performances. An organ was 
deemed essential to the space, and so a spot 
was allotted in the design and an organ bought. 
From 1940 to the early 1970s, students, the 
Capital community, and performers all enjoyed this 
wonderful instrument, until it fell into disrepair.

An organ fund was immediately established, and 
over the course of three decades, contributions 
flowed in from more than 150 individuals and 
church congregations. But it was the generosity 
of the family of Paul and Ella Hugus, in the form 
of an estate gift of $560,000, that finally made it 
possible to bring the sounds of a new pipe organ  
to Mees Hall. 

The Huguses lived in 13 different communities 
during Paul’s career with Ohio Casualty Insurance. 
Ella was an elementary school teacher who truly 
loved her calling. Together, Paul and Ella wished 
to make an impact that reflected Ella’s passion for 
teaching. So in 2001, they established the Ella D. 
Hugus Endowed Scholarship for qualified students 
in Capital’s Teacher Education Program. But their 
generosity to Capital didn’t end there. 

Through conversations with their niece, Gloria 
Patterson, and her husband, Robert, they learned 
more about Capital’s need for a new organ. Robert 
worked for almost three decades at Capital until 
his retirement in 2003. The Pattersons’ daughter, 
Kimberly Ebbrecht, is a 1989 alumna of Capital 
and at the time of the gift was the university’s 
director of admissions.

Paul and Ella shared a love for music, and  
were more than happy to help bring a new organ  
to Mees Hall. The organ was installed in the 
summer of 2005 and bears their name: The Paul 
W. and Ella D. Hugus Memorial Pipe Organ. It is 
now used for practice, lessons and recitals and 
provides grand accompaniment for the Chapel 
Choir, Choral Union and Women’s Chorus. The 
organ will serve as a lasting tribute to the memory 
of Paul and Ella Hugus. It will also be a reminder  
to future generations of the lasting impact one  
family can make by supporting Capital with a 
planned gift. 

Special thanks are also extended to the Schantz 
Organ Company, whose staff made the construction 
and installation of the organ an exciting educational 
opportunity for the entire campus community.

The booming chords belonging to the Mees Hall organ hadn’t been 
heard in four decades. The organ housed in our beautiful performance 
hall fell silent in the 1970s — a victim of both age and lack of funds 
for adequate care. But with the generosity of the Hugus family and 
other dedicated donors, the pipes sing again. 

Giving
Voice
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Planned GivingTHANK YOU

Leave a Legacy
To discuss a planned gift, contact Jim Biddle  
at 614-236-6496, April Novotny at  
614-236-6565, or your major gift officer. 

The IMPACT donor brochure 
was created by the University 
Advancement group at Capital 
to reach out to alumni and 
friends. It documents how 
contributions directly impact 
facilities, staff and students.

DONOR BROCHURE
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Homa didn’t always want to teach. “When I first  
came to Capital, I thought I wanted to be a financial 
economist,” she said. Only through Capital’s immersive 
classes was she able to find her true calling. Homa  
now hopes to teach business education to high school, 
college and vocational school students when she  
graduates. And she credits her new vision to the 
transformative education Capital has provided her. 
 

“Capital has really impacted my personal development,” she said. 

One of her most valuable experiences is working in the Center for Excellence in  
Learning and Teaching, where she tutors students in business, economics and writing.

“I love working with international students, especially when they reach that breakthrough 
moment of understanding. Capital has such great diversity — much like the business  
world. Much of what I’ve learned on this campus will apply directly to my career.” 

Homa wants to be an educator who does much more than teach terminology.  
She wants to help young adults learn how to better present themselves, interact 
professionally and become assets to the business community.  

She isn’t waiting until graduation to start providing leadership, either. In addition  
to her work as a peer tutor, Homa also serves as captain on the varsity track and 
field team, vice president of the student athlete advisory committee, and a student 
representative for the professor’s tenure committee. 

Homa’s experience at Capital is made possible by the generosity of our donors. She 
received a Collegiate Fellowship, which is a competitive, full-ride scholarship based 
on academic performance, test scores and campus interviews. “I feel so thankful to 
be on scholarship here. Capital has given me experiences that have changed my life — 
experiences I don’t think I could have had anywhere else,” she said.

Capital was founded in  
1830 — and we continue to  
change every year. In each issue  
of IMPACT, we will share details  
about the current makeup of  
our historic campus. 
 

50 & 41
Number of states and foreign  
countries, respectively, where  
alumni currently reside

2012
The graduation year of the second  
largest incoming class in our history

94
Capital Law School’s bar passage rate  
(as a percentage) in February 2008 —  
the highest of any law school in Ohio

4,129
Number of students who applied  
to Capital in 2008

7
Number of Capital coaches  
named OAC “Coach of the Year”  
in 2006–07

Homa Moheimani

“Capital has such great diversity  — just like the 
business world. My professors and coaches have 
helped me hone my leadership skills to discover 
what I was meant to do with my life.”

Capital 
At a Glance

A Little Help  
Goes a Long Way
Capital awarded 529 scholarships 
this year alone, based on both merit 
and need. As a private institution, 
many students would not be able to 
attend Capital without the generous 
support of our donors. Almost 100% 
of undergraduate students receive 
some form of monetary support. 

You can designate a gift toward 
the general endowed scholarship 
fund or create your own. For 
more information, contact the 
development officer you normally 
work with or April Novotny at our 
toll-free line, 866-704-0742.

StudentsIMPACT

Your Support.  
Her Chance 
to Inspire.

Show Your Support
To discuss corporate or foundation gifts, call  
Pat Cramer at 614-236-6714. To speak specifically  
about gifts to Capital Law School, call John Strick  
at 614-236-6603.

Capital Law School Works  
to Protect Children, Thanks 
to Generous Support
All children deserve to have safe, healthy, 
permanent homes. Capital University’s National 
Center for Adoption Law and Policy works to ensure 
just that. Through these donations, we continue 
to improve law, policies and practices that protect 
abused and neglected children.

THE DAvE THOMAS FOUNDATION FOR ADOPTION 
Every year since its original seed grant in 1998,  
the Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption has 
been a strong supporter of the center — giving 
$1,506,500 to date. With the foundation’s 
investment in our personnel, the center can do so 
much more: answer, free of charge, hundreds of 
questions about adoption; send out a weekly e-mail 
to thousands with important updates on adoption 
law; and advocate for reform in Ohio’s child  
welfare laws and policies. 

ABBOTT NUTRITION 
Through a $100,000 gift, Abbott’s generosity has 
helped extend our outreach in many ways. With 
their support, we’ve relaunched LawSite, a Web 
site with customized information for families, legal 
professionals and child welfare practitioners. The 
site registers over 3,000 hits per day and contains 
case summaries, state-specific laws and adoption 
requirements.

THE GEORGE GUND FOUNDATION 
Our National Moot Court Competition wouldn’t  
be possible without support from the George Gund 
Foundation. Over the last four years, the foundation  
has given $147,000. Their support helps provide 
better educational opportunities for students 
interested in child welfare and adoption law through 
the moot court, other training opportunities, and  
a special institute with participation from law 
schools across the country. The George Gund 
Foundation also helped to set up a fellowship — 
complete with scholarships, summer stipends  
and research assistantships — for students who 
promise to serve in the field of child welfare and 
adoption upon graduation.

Battelle Sparks Math and 
Science Interest
Battelle is a leader when it comes to technology 
and innovation. Its groundbreaking discoveries are 
the result of the tireless efforts of its scientists, 
researchers and engineers. To increase interest 
in the fields of science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics, Battelle is sponsoring Capital’s 
2009 Undergraduate Research Symposium with a 
generous $25,000 gift. The symposium features 
the work of many Capital students and their 
faculty mentors — and more than 30% of the 
students participating are majoring in science or 
mathematics. The symposium serves as a recruiting 
tool as well, inspiring high school students to pursue 
these disciplines. In 2008, more than 200 students 
participated. Pictured above, Battelle employees 
and Capital board members Jerry Bahlmann and 
Carol McWilliams present Battelle’s gift to Dr. Terry 
Lahm, Co-Director of the Undergraduate Research 
Symposium and Assistant Dean of the School of 
Natural Sciences, Nursing and Health.

Wolfe Associates Helps 
Journalism Students  
Get the Scoop
During the last three years, the student staff  
of The Chimes, our campus newspaper, has 
attended a retreat featuring newspaper industry 
professionals sharing their real-world experiences. 
It’s an invaluable opportunity. Wolfe Associates has 
generously stepped in with multiple gifts totalling 
$16,000, which will ensure this hands-on lesson 
can continue. The gift has also funded a trip  
for one student to a student journalism conference  
each year, as well as equipment necessary to  
report campus news.

Confronting Domestic Abuse 
with the Help of Columbus 
Coalition Against Family 
Violence
In 2000, the Capital University Law School Family 
Advocacy Clinic was established with a grant 
totalling $3,111,474 from the Columbus Coalition 
Against Family violence. Eight years later, the 
Coalition, with the support of the Columbus City 
Council and the Franklin County Commissioners, 
continues to fund this project.

The Family Advocacy Clinic provides free legal 
services to victims of domestic violence in matters 
of civil protection orders, divorce and contested 
child custody, as well as other legal actions that 
empower abused women to live violence-free 
lives. The clinic employs five staff attorneys 
and two paralegal victim advocates. Two clinical 
law professors, Danny Bank (L’80) and Lorie 
McCaughan (L’96), work with the clinic staff. 
Additionally, third-year law students who have 
obtained a limited license to practice law through 
the Ohio Supreme Court aid in the representation  
of clients, gaining valuable experience and helping 
those in need.

Capital Performers  
Take Show on the 
Road with Help 
from the English 
Foundation
The chance to perform in front of new audiences and at varied venues 
improves a performer’s skill immensely. But that opportunity comes with 
a price tag. In 2001, The Walter and Marian English Foundation, a donor-
advised fund of the Columbus Foundation, stepped in to help Capital 
students perform on tour with a $50,000 gift that formed the basis of  
the Student Touring Endowment Fund. The foundation followed this gift  
with an additional $50,000 in 2004. 

The initial gift helped the Chapel Choir complete a 10-city international tour 
that commemorated its 75th anniversary. Since that inaugural trip, more 
than 250 students have toured the United States and abroad. The goal of 
this fund is to enable every performing group at Capital to experience the 
benefits of touring.

The English Foundation has supported Capital University since 1945. In 
addition to recent gifts for the touring fund, the foundation honored former 
Capital President Josiah Blackmore with a $50,000 grant to the library that 
bears his name. The gift added electronic resources, DvD libraries and an 
Encyclopedia of Inorganic Chemistry — valuable resources that will help  
a wide range of Capital students for years to come.
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Corporate and Foundation SupportTHANK YOU

U.S. SENATOR MARY LANDRIEU, LOUISIANA (CENTER) PRESENTS THE 2008 ANGELS AWARD 
TO ANGELA UPCHURCH (LEFT), ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW, REAL LIvING ACADEMIC 
DIRECTOR, AND DENISE ST. CLAIR (RIGHT), ExECUTIvE DIRECTOR FOR THE NATIONAL CENTER 
FOR ADOPTION LAW AND POLICY AT THE CAPITAL UNIvERSITY LAW SCHOOL, AT THE 2008 
“ANGELS IN ADOPTION” AWARDS CEREMONY IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

CAPITAL CHAPEL CHOIR APPEARING IN SALzBURG, AUSTRIA

PRESENTATION OF BATTELLE’S GIFT TOWARD CAPITAL’S 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM PRESENTATION  
AT 2008 PHILANTHROPHY DINNER

The Nationwide 
Foundation Challenge 
Grant Funds the Mediation 
and Dispute Resolution 
Certificate Program
In the fall of 2005, Capital Law School launched its Mediation and Dispute Resolution 
Certificate Program with a $300,000 challenge grant from the Nationwide Foundation and 
matching grants from the Columbus Bar Foundation and the Columbus Bar Association. 

Available to both legal professionals and the public, the program is designed to provide 
students with mediation and negotiation theory and practice through a combination of law 
school courses, clinics, externships, written projects, and skills training classes. Taught  
primarily by adjunct and full-time faculty, the courses include Business Negotiation, General 
Arbitration, Multidisciplinary Dispute Processing and Conflict Resolution, Health Care and 
Dispute Resolution, Divorce Mediation, and Systems Design in Dispute Resolution. Training 
classes are provided by the Law School’s Center for Dispute Resolution. Terry Wheeler and  
Scot Dewhirst, both attorneys, supervise the program.

Generous Organizations  
Invest in Capital

“Like many of you, I’ve benefited from my relationship 
to Capital. It’s important for each of us whose lives 
have been touched by this great university to give back 
so that we can continue to provide the same quality of 
transformative educational experience for generations  
of Capital students who will follow in our footsteps.”

Denny Freudeman 
Chair, Capital Board of Trustees

Our Communications



FOOTBaLL

The football Crusaders finished 2008 with  
a 5-5 overall record under the direction 
of first-year head coach Jim Bickel. The 
Crusaders placed fifth in an Ohio athletic 
Conference that sent two teams to the 
NCaa Tournament for the fourth consecutive 
season. Capital has produced eight straight 
non-losing seasons and a 62-25 (.713)  
overall record, along with 22 all-america 
selections since 2001.

Senior pete ankrom led the football 
Crusaders to a national ranking as high as  
No. 4 in the D3football.com poll. ankrom 
received the gene Slaughter award as the 
OaC’s top linebacker and earned all-OaC  
and OaC all-academic team honors. 

WOMeN’S SOCCeR

Capital’s women’s soccer team finished fourth 
in the OaC standings with a 5-4-0 conference 
record and an 11-7-2 overall mark. The 
Crusaders advanced to the OaC Tournament 
for a conference-record 12th time, earning a 
win over No. 22 Carnegie Mellon and a draw 
at No. 20 Wittenberg.

The junior tandem of Katie Robinson and 
Molly Sheils garnered all-great Lakes Second 
Team honors from the National Soccer 
Coaches association of america (NSCaa). 
Women’s soccer also boasted four all-
Conference honorees and another OaC  
all-academic Team member.

MeN’S SOCCeR

The Capital men’s soccer team had five 
players who earned all-OaC honors in 2008. 
The Crusaders were ranked as high as eighth 
nationally this season en route to the team’s 
second consecutive OaC regular-season 
championship, posting a 7-1-1 record in 
conference play and a 13-5-1 overall mark.

The duo of junior Steven McCarthy and 
freshman Danny McCarthy earned NSCaa 
great Lakes all-Region recognition this  
fall. Steven McCarthy was a first-team  
pick and is eligible for all-america honors 
while Danny McCarthy was a third-team  
all-Region selection.

CROSS COUNTRY

The Capital cross country teams posted 
strong efforts on both the men’s and women’s 
sides throughout the season as they each 
tallied a 14th place finish at the all-Ohio 
Championships before concluding the season 
at the OaC Championship and the NCaa 
Regional meets.

Senior Shelly gaines garnered the 2008 
Berea Boots award, which is given to the top 
Crusader multisport athlete. gaines was a 
two-time all-OaC selection in cross country 
and served as a team captain her senior 
season. The dean’s list member led Capital in 
every race during her final collegiate season 
and set the meet record while winning the 
Otterbein Invitational as a sophomore. 

VOLLeYBaLL

Senior Jackie Helm took home all-OaC  
and OaC all-academic honors while leading 
Capital’s volleyball team to its eighth 
consecutive 20-win season. Helm was  
joined in all-OaC recognition by fellow  
senior Kelly Steineman and junior allison 
Hostetler. She was also an ESPN The 
Magazine academic all-District First Team 
pick along with classmate Kara guster. 

Capital posted a 24-9 overall record, with all 
nine of its losses coming to regionally ranked 
opponents. Capital placed fifth in the OaC 
standings in 2008 to earn its 13th-straight 
appearance in the OaC Tournament and  
14th overall under the direction of 15-year 
Head Coach pam Briggs.

Fall Sports 
Wrap-Up
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Athletics

Varsity athletes complete another 
season filled with successes.  
Here are the highlights from our 
outstanding fall squads.

CAPITAL MAGAZINE
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Capital Christens 74-Acre 
Outdoor Learning Center 

page 16

Experience Capital in  
the ’40s Through 
Extraordinary Photos
page 29

The New Face of  
Campus Ministry:  
Rev. Amy Oehlschlaeger
page 8

Adventure in 
Central America

Capital
Magazine Spring 2009 | Volume 27 | No. 1

How a 10-day trip forever  
changed students’ lives
page 10

Events
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Commencement 
Celebration Brings 
Music Industry 
Veteran to Campus

This year’s commencement speaker and 
honorary degree recipient was Remo D. 
Belli. a professional drummer, inventor, 
entrepreneur, educator, music therapy 
advocate and philanthropist, Belli spoke of 
purpose as a guiding light. 

“I love purpose. I do because it represents 
an activity that results in a fulfillment of 
a thought, resulting in an action of sorts. 
purpose leads to success. I wish you success 
with yours,” he told the graduates.

Musical experience is connected to life 
enhancement, said Belli, founder and CeO of 
the most popular drumhead manufacturer in 
the world. His company has manufacturing 
facilities in the United States, Taiwan and 
China, with products sold in more than  
80 countries.

The company that bears his name, Remo, 
Inc., is responsible for one of the biggest 
breakthroughs in drumming technology — the 
Remo WeatherKing. Made from Dupont Mylar, 
the WeatherKing produces uniform pitch, tone, 
consistency and endurance. Over time, the 
drumhead has become the choice for nearly 
every major drum manufacturer.

Belli’s own drumming story begins during his 
service to the United States Navy in World 
War II at the age of 16. Soon after his service 

ended, he moved to Hollywood — and was 
touring with elite entertainers, from anita 
O’Day to Billy May. He became co-owner of 
Drum City in Hollywood, working with leading 
percussionists, servicing equipment, and 
assisting celebrities such as Marlon Brando, 
Tony Curtis, Mel Torme and peggy Lee. He 
even gave lessons to Mae West and Little Ricky. 

Belli’s passion for music extends well beyond 
his business interests. In 1963 he formed 
the percussive arts Society with several of 
his contemporaries. He has also lent his 
support to the International association for 
Jazz education, the grammy Foundation, the 
National association for Music education, 
Drum Corps International, Winter guard 
International, Bands of america, and Youth 
education in the arts. 

Belli and his wife, ami Belli, M.D., believe 
strongly in the therapeutic benefits of music 
performance and play an active role in the 
National association for Music Therapy. He 
also established HealthRHYTHMS, a division 
of Remo, Inc., that promotes therapeutic 
strategies for counseling sessions, support 
groups, drug and alcohol rehabilitation centers 
and long-term care facilities. 

On Dec. 13, Capital University awarded degrees 
to 204 students — from traditional undergraduate  
to degree-completion and master’s students. 
Mees Hall was filled with proud students and 
supportive families and friends. 

Homecoming 
Weekend ’08:
An Extraordinary  
Event for the Capital 
Community
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Row 1/ Mark Bauer (’73), Joanna Bauer (’08),  
Wendy Moebius Bauer (’71) 

Row 2/ Donna Hanrahan, Courtney Hanrahan (’08) 

Row 3/ Heather Blanchard pisle (’82), John pisle (’79), 
grant Hanrahan (’07)

Inviting Others In
according to geology and environmental 
science professor Terry Lahm, one of the 
unexpected advantages of the primmer 
property has been sharing it. Capital faculty 
members partner with ScienceWorks, a 
Columbus City Schools program, to host 
elementary and middle school science 
teachers on the property. Capital faculty 
members lead the teachers through a 
curriculum intended to “teach them how  
to teach” this kind of material, says Lahm.  
In turn, the primmer property offers a 
tangible example of ecology.

Capital also literally shares a piece of the 
primmer property with the city of Logan. 
“The fact that the city owns 15 to 20 acres 
of wetland opens up a lot of opportunities to 
collaborate with the surrounding community,” 
says Lahm, “especially since there is 
currently no direct access to the city-owned 
wetland for Logan residents.” 

perhaps most important, the primmer 
property is recognized as an asset worth 
sharing with all Capital students, well beyond 
those who spend most of their days in the 
science building. Faculty across departments 
are exploring how to engage students from 
other disciplines — such as art and religion 
— who would benefit from exploring and 
spending time on the property. 

The Primmer Property: 
Our Own Pond 
to Play In

For years, Capital’s science classes have 
had to borrow public land to conduct 
research. Now, they have a place all their 
own to discover.
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Rewind to professor alan Stam’s environmental science 
class of the past, and you’ll see students preparing for a 
field excursion to one of the Columbus Metro parks. They 
pack monitoring devices for the water-quality analysis 
they’ll be doing at a nearby wetland, hoping to get enough 
information in a few hours before they have to uninstall 
their devices, repack and return to campus. 

The addition of the primmer property to Capital’s campus has 
changed this scene entirely. and that’s exactly what Merl and 
Margaret primmer intended when they donated their 74-acre piece 
of Logan land to the university, under the condition that it be used 
strictly as an outdoor classroom. Though neither of them attended 
Capital, the couple’s love of nature and appreciation for Capital’s 
Lutheran heritage inspired them to give the largest personal 
donation in the university’s history — comprising the expanse of 
rolling hills, groundwater springs and wetland; $20,000 for project 
startup costs; and $900,000 for a biology professorship. 

Today, professor Stam’s students prepare in much the same way 
for field research — but the range of their experience has widened 
immeasurably. They now travel southeast on Route 33 to what is 
officially named the Merl and Margaret primmer Outdoor Learning 
Center, home to seven ecosystems and a host of wildlife open to 
them around the clock. Because the land belongs exclusively to 
Capital, students now are able to do long-term research — tracking 
water quality, surveying plant and animal life, and testing their 
research methods over time. and that’s just the beginning of 
what’s happening at the primmer property in 2009.

www.capital.edu

photography by Ryan griffin (’09)

CAPITAL magazine is a 
semiannual update of the 
successes that occur on campus 
and the accomplishments of  
our alumni. It serves to educate 
the public about our university, 
keep our alumni engaged with 
their alma mater, and celebrate  
all things Capital.
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